H.E.A.T
Swedish Hardrock Band tours Europe
New album "Force Majeure" coming this August
Original singer Kenny Leckremo back on the microphone
Swedish melodic hard rockers H.E.A.T. have just toured Europe with their album "H.E.A.T
II". Fittingly, as the album marks a return of the early days in the bands history there ́s a
significant change in the line up that welcomes original singer Kenny Leckremo back at
the microphone to open up another exciting chapter in the band ́s career. The reunited
original members immediately started to work on new material for their numerous fans
in Europe, Scandinavia, the UK and Japan: With their new single "Hollywood", H.E.A.T.
announced their next album "Force Majeure", which will be released in August.
The band history of Swedish hardrock quintet H.E.A.T is as eventful as it is successful.
Since it ́s foundation in 2007 the band toured tirelessly and due to their captivating shows
turned audiences into loyal fanbases in Scandinavia, Europe, Great Britain and Japan.
Even the crucial change of lead vocalists shortly after the release of their second album
from original voice Kenny Leckremo to Swedish Idol participant Erik Grönwall continued
the success story of H.E.A.T undeterred. The band ́s six studio albums to date receive
increasing interest and critical acclaim by the international rock music platforms and
media with each new release.
›H.E.A.T II‹ the bands most recent release (February 2020 via earMUSIC) marks the
current high point in the band ́s career. Written, recorded and produced entirely by the
band alone the album sees the band ́s return to the classic rock sound of their early days
but effortlessly combines it with the confidence and nonchalance the band of
experienced musicians has today.
So it ́s only fitting that not only the sound, but also the band ́s line up came somewhat
full circle: Even though it ́s still Erik Grönwall on vocal duties on ›H.E.A.T II‹, he decided
to leave the band in October 2020. This paved the way for founding member Kenny
Leckremo to jump at the chance he has been waiting for so eagerly. He now joins the
band full time as their new but not so new singer which marks a very exciting new stage
in the band ́s career.
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H.E.A.T are:
Kenny Leckremo
Dave Dalone
Jimmy Jay
Jona Tee
Don Crash

– Vocals
– Guitar
– Bass
– Keyboards
– Drums

Tickets: 040 413 22 60 // kj.de // tickets@kj.de
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